Custom Mirrorvision Screens have a unique optical glass surface (lens) which enhances the picture quality of the LCD / LED panel. This special ‘reflections technology’ transforms the display into a mirrored screen, when the screen is switched on the PC / TV images magically appear through the optical mirror glass, then when the display device is switched off the screen surface reverts back to a normal mirror. The custom Mirrorvision screens have a frameless glass border with polished edges and can be simply fitted within any aperture/frame or surface mounted to a wall using either a slim line bracket or decorative wall studs. There is a range of standard screens available with various mirror glass sizes, formats and shapes to choose from. Standard screen sizes from 10” – 57” diagonal (custom sizes up 82” diagonal), with optional touch screen mirror glass overlays. The minimalist design of these screens gives any room a more contemporary look and feel.

**FEATURES**

- Reflections technology
- Optical mirror glass screen
- Wall mountable (stud fixing)
- Frameless glass (polished edge)
- LCD or LED technology
- HD Ready
- Touch screens (optional)

**BENEFITS**

- Standard screen sizes 10” - 57”
- Custom sizes / shapes available
- Portrait or landscape layout
- Multi screen option
- Dual purpose screen (mirror effect)
- Minimalist look and feel
- Waterproof LCD (optional)

**APPLICATIONS**

- Designer home interiors
- Bathrooms / bedrooms
- Hotels / restaurants / cafes
- Nightclubs / bars / health clubs
- Corporate boardrooms / receptions
- Fashion stores / changing rooms
- Hair / beauty salons

**CUSTOM SHAPES**